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 According to this post, the console's manual (mixer) of digital audio Behringer X32, the manual is also Portuguese with 4 different languages.  The download file is in a PDF and you can continue reading * in 15Mb, click here » * Click on the link 2 options to download. Downlaud's Manual _ Below link is a video presentation of the Beringer
X32. Related links: Click here to enter offline editor X-Control Behringer's link or have another kind of suggestion... So I'm going to help you as much as possible and leave a comment below. Also ok please help people with less difficulties? Good learning and up to the next post! 1 Behringer X32 User Manual Portuguese (page 42) PDF
15.1 MB ok? So leave a comment, it is very important for me to do better in the following text. Oh boy!!!! Enjoy and share the buttons below. 2 Loading the initial scene on the Beringer X32 is very common to have difficulty working with existing scenes on the console Beringer X32, and what you want is a clean session. 3 Before you can
perform the process, you must access the console settings. Then access the CONFIG tab and then the entire boot process should be on the 4th left. During this process, there are three boot options (console, data display, and library) that you wonder if you want to continue booting all console settings by clicking the console. Clicking OK
does not modify the scene and parameter libraries, but the body is in initial scene mode, just as it was when you arrived from the factory. Clicking other options (displaying data) deletes all display scenes, but the parameter library continues. When you click a library, all saved parameters are deleted from the library. This option does not
clear the show scene. 5 Good? So leave a comment, it is very important for me to do better in the following text. Oh boy!!!! Enjoy and share the buttons below. How to update Behringer X32 successfully Hello Man, it has been a while since many people complain of difficulty updating Behringer X32, for this, follows a very basic tutorial to
help you succeed during this procedure. If the version is too old, you must upgrade to version 1.15 before moving to the current version v2.10. Unfortunately on the console page, in the download part, this version will no longer show direct links, but because they did not remember this, I put here 6 and will make your life easier: if you do
not have to do anything you will be Speaking below and it worked? Axis! If you need to work and are not in the process, please help us here and comment below so we can update the list. It is important to read carefully before starting the procedures listed below. If you are not sure, failure during the procedure is not the case because the
console operating system may be corrupted and leave it inoperable. Update routine: 01. Make sure the USB stick is formatted as fat16 or Fat32 standard. Otherwise, use your computer's operating system formatting tool to format it. 02. It is important to perform the procedure with the device (USB stick) empty and preferably no more than
4GB. 03. After downloading the compressed file, you need to extract the dcp_corefs_2.10.update file to the root of the USB stick (if the version is 1.15, it will be this number in the file name) as the root of the USB stick (it can not be inside the directory); 04. Back up the console by exporting the show to a USB stick because the device can
erase some of the configurations created by the device. 05. Modify the console sampling to 44k to reduce processing consumption. 06. Turn off the console. If the USB stick is connected (an update of the root), connect the console. The update starts automatically. 07. If the update does not start automatically, hold the VIEW key, repeat
the previous process, and then connect the USB stick. 7 08. After the upgrade, the console can clear the settings to get the shows exported in step 04 and enjoy the features of the new device upgrade version. Luck and success!!! Like? So leave a comment, it is very important for me to do better in the following text. Oh boy!!!! Enjoy and
share the buttons below. How to use effects by subgroups (BUS) on 8 01v96 consoles 01v96, 02r96, DM1000 and DM2000 at Yamaha follows the same pattern and sometimes when we do PA and monitor on these equipment (whether for churches, theaters, shows or others), we end up lacking auxiliary routes to supply the effect. To
remember how it uses the existing method, read the tutorial: How to use effects on 01v96. I also recommend reading this other: And what is a subgroup if it's not a fixed secondary path? Digital consoles seem to have some limitations, but they make a lot of things possible, but the important thing in this case is to know the signal diagram.
One of these features is the use of supplying these effects through subgroups (buses), but what if these consoles limit the power of these processors, which come only by secondary or inserted? The answer lies in the question itself, use You may be suspicious now about the return of the effect (RETURN), but in this case, it does not
depend on whether you want to insert or return to the input channel (e.g. standard channel ST In), especially, as this will have more dominance again, I recommend this second option. The important thing is that first understand how the insertion process works for these consoles, we have a field that represents the output of the signal of
the channel we want (inserted out) and returns to the desired channel (insert). 9 When we understand this path, we go to something strange at first sight, but it's easy to understand. On the left, you have an idea for all subgroups (buses), so the image represents as if you had selected a demo. This diagram is very similar to the diagram in
Secondary. However, the secondary can supply the effect processor directly as a signal through the fader of this helper, since subgroups of patterns cannot. When this signal is sent through the insertion output of this bus, the location inserted into the diagram is demonstrated before ATT(ATT), before fader (on/off), and after fader. In other
words, we can also change the position and have fader control (master) for transmitting signals to the effect processor. Ok, now let's get your hands on how to do addressing, understanding routing. First, you need to show which subgroups (buses) will have an impact. Find the patch button in Display Access: Press this same button
repeatedly to reach the EFFECTS Patch tab. Set the insertion output of the subgroup to supply the input of the desired processed with the transmitted power (INSERT BUS 1 8). Enjoy and set where this signal is returned. 10 1. On the left, you can see the input to the processor (SEND), press ENTER, find the feed or faster channel, rotate
the dial (wheel-shaped control) to the desired side, and then press ENTER. 2. On the right, you can view the processor output (RETURN), press ENTER, find the feed or faster channel, rotate the dial (wheel-shaped control) to the desired direction, and then press ENTER. 3. From this button, you can enter the screen of the effect
processor for editing or use the menu (display access) EFFECT according to the image below. To set this feed to stereo, set up two subgroups to keep the effect strange for a pair at all time. In this case, you must place the stereo groups in pairs. To do this, click Layer &gt; Master: It is important to remember that when you switch layers to
masters, faders automatically break input channels and switch to master paths. And subgroups, that is, the first eight faders are auxiliary (aux) from 1 to 8, and the remaining eight faders are subgroups (bus) from 1 to 8. If you are supplying effects in stereo (SEL), select Channels (Bus) to group the masters of subgroups, and then press a
different set of channels (buses). The screen may appear for process verification: 11 signals to enter the effect processor, you need to turn on this address by going to access &gt; show (do not forget to select the master of the desired bus, press repeatedly until the insert tab appears). Press ENTER on the ON/OFF channel insard (bus) to
activate it. To keep this effect powered after faders, access the same path and use the cursor position on INSERT (POST FADER) to activate enter to activate it: To resolve the input channel of this subgroup that supplies the effect, press multiple times until you reach the Display ACCESS &gt; PAN/Routing (tabs ROUTE1-16 and
ROUT17-ST tabs). Do not send the effect return channel to the power subgroup so that it does not repeat. A rectangle with numbers within one to eight refers to each subgroup (bus): Tip 01: If you attack the processor feed and use an effect such as delay, address the channel to the subgroup and put the master of this one down. By lifting
this master from this subgroup path, it will be the same as increasing channel 12 as a secondary in the existing mode of transfer to the effect processor. Tip 02: If you are using MUTE on a secondary track master, open this bus route in the same way that you need to use open as a primary whenever you need to perform a mute attack
effect, leaving mute enabled. These tips only work if the insert is in the POST FADER position. Like? So leave a comment, it is very important for me to do better in the following text. Oh boy!!!! Enjoy and share the buttons below. If you have not come into contact with analog consoles how to use effects in midas pro series, you may end up
having difficulty making some addresses on midas consoles, but this tutorial shows how easy it is to fix the effects processor on midas pro series consoles. First, let's define which effect processor to use and open the effects rack for this. 13 Image 1 Now open the rack where you want to set up the processor. To set up the Image 2
processor, click Change Device Type. 14 Image 3 Select the processor you want and click OK. Repeat the process for all racks that you want to fill with image 4. 15 Image 5 Now open the routing screen to create an address. Image 6 Remembered on the left And input on the right, we define the output we want to feed the effect. This
example uses 16 secondary 9s to 16s, with some outputs supplying two effect inputs and others supplying each input individually. Image 7 already returns the effect to some input channels, we use the output of the left effect, going to the input of the channel on the right. This example returns these effects as regular and secondary input
channels. 17 Image 8 Image 9 You can see that there is a processing difference between the input channel and the secondary input channel. 18 images 10 likes? So leave a comment, it is very important for me to do better in the following text. Oh boy!!!! Enjoy and share the buttons below. For those who know how to insert into 19 Midas
Pro series or how the insertion process works in analog, you will find it very easy to insert into a digital console Midas. The surfaces captured here were by the Pro2, but the procedures are all the same. First, you need to understand how addressing works, the left pane is SEND/OUT, and the right pane is RETURN/IN. 20 Images 1 For
example, let me show you how to insert it into the input channel using GEQ. To do this, it is important to understand that the graphic equalizer in the equalizer rack is unique to the output. Note: Image 2, which must use effect processing. 21 Click to open the Image 3 slot. To define the Image 4 22 effect, in this case, GEQ clicks change
device type here. Browse to image 5 stereo graphics EQ and click OK. Image 6 is ready, you already have two channels of graphic equalization to use as inserts. Image 7 If you want to use inserts for other channels, you must set up a link to NO. Image 8 to detach it before you can click the patch to go to the address screen. 24 Image 9
Select Ins because it remembers the rule with the left side output and the right side entered. The effect of transmitting to the left side and receiving signals on the right. In this example, we imported the input channel 01 and sent it to Serity 01. We also took channel 23 input and sent it to channel 02. For 25 image 10 signal returns, we use
the same rules for left output and right input, we enter the output of the input (back / return) of the effect and insert. Continue the idea of using channels 01 and channel 23, see that the input picked up the output of channel 01 of the effect by entering the insert return to channel 01. The channel output 02 effect goes on the return of
channel 23 and is the same as I did. 26 Image 11 The process has not been completed, and now Connect insert processing, for this, we go to the channel where the effect is inserted and bind the (INS) processing. As in the example, see Details about Channel 01. See image 12 27 also example of an input channel (23) with insert and
associated effect processing (INS). Good image 13? So leave a comment, it is very important for me to do better in the following text. Oh boy!!!! Enjoy and share the buttons below. How to use GEQ in midas Pro series It is really desperate when faced with the 28 custom-free equipment you use, often you know what you want, but it gets
worse when you try to contact people who are always helpful, and you don't always know where to start, when you try to contact those people who are always helpful and by some availability you can't get in touch. I woke up to a friend this week, and when I started explaining the process, my phone ran out of battery. With many difficulties
he was able to complete the event, but these bad experiences ended up creating negative feelings about the equipment, but they could be good. Well, now I am sure that he will not have this problem an longer, because with this tutorial he can now manage very easily to perform this procedure. You use the mouse to demonstrate the
process, but some commands can be done by keys on the surface. I think it is important to learn with a mouse, because the process is similar in the entire PRO series of midas consoles. Don't forget to first open Equalizer Rack Image 1 to open the equalizer you want to use by clicking GEQ 1 29 Image 2, open the equalizer, and click the
small link next to GEQ 1 Image 3 to select the output you want to use as insert 30 image 4 to turn on equalizer image 5 to control the dual output (stereo). , perform the process of inserting into the desired path, and then make sure that these outputs are in link, and then how to group L and R when modifying the equalizer, the other
modifies the image 6 31 at the same time, and when you click link image 7, you realize that one, the other receives a modified image 8 likes. So leave a comment, it is very important for me to do better in the following text. Oh boy!!!! Enjoy and share the buttons below. 32 When I started working with digital consoles, the biggest challenge
was to let go of the familiar fixed address (patch) thinking about how to use the effects of the 01v96 for beginners. I believe, that those who start with (probably) audio today are more likely to assimilate these addresses accurately for computerized times. This is not an article and I am preparing this text (public I decided to give early and
talk about the effect of 01v96, the topic I most ask for guidance. At first, you should have the idea that this console can signal the effect processor through the output of the secondary (Aux) and the insertion of input and output channels. You can also receive (return) signals from the input channel. For all address modifications on 33
01v96, the patch section is available for these settings: press this same button (PATCH) repeatedly to get to the Effect Patch tab: 1. On the left, we can find and edit the channel to press ENTER and call faster. 2. On the right, you can view the processor output (RETURN), press ENTER, find the feed or faster channel, rotate the dial
(wheel-shaped control) to the desired direction, and then press ENTER. 3. From this button, you can enter the screen of the effect processor for editing or use the menu (display access) EFFECT according to the image below. To edit the effect parameters, display ACCESS and click the EFFECT: 34 1 button. The name of the name used
in the effect library; 2. The name of the effect processor program; 3. Effects library; 4. Addressing processor inputs and outputs; 5. Balance sheet (0% dry/wet 100%) Between the time of pure signal and mixed signal will come out of the processor; 6. This feature is enabled on some models of effect processor programs. 7. Processor input
and output signal meter. Do not forget to make sure that the MASTER of this helper has a volume if you supply the effect by secondary &gt;. So, the first 8 faders are secondary (aux) from 1 to 8, and the other 8 faders are subgroups (buses) from 1 to 8: if you also feed the effect by secondary, You need to make sure that the channel
fader is raised, if the address to this helper is POST FADER: if you send a signal to the secondary at 35 POST (35 transmission signal) depends on when you send a signal to the stereo output master , the use of POST FADER is very common when sending sound to the public because if we lower the fader to the stereo it will also be
lowered to that effect. Use in PRE FADER does not depend on this ratio being transmitted to the secondary, because only in the case of channel volume, the signal is added directly to the auxiliary. For this output. If you need to change the transmission of all channels to this helper between PRE and POST, use the GLOBAL (PRE/POST)
option to the right of the image above. * New: How to use effects by subgroup (BUS) in 01v96 likes? So leave a comment, it is very important for me to do better in the following text. Oh boy!!!! Enjoy and share the buttons below. Midas Pro3/6/9 Download, Install and Configure MIDAS Series Offline Editor PRO3/6/9 Installation Guide This
version of MIDAS Offline Editor is for you to create, edit or organize show files. All files created with series PRO and XL8 Midas can be uploaded and read between them. Other features are ignored. To download the installer, go to the link, click Download Software, and then click Download Now: 36 Image 1 Click Download Media PRO
Offline Editor: Image 2 Click File: Click Click File: 37 Image 4 to install by clicking on file 4 PRO_Series_Offline_Editor Click this: Image 5 If a box appears that questions execution, click Image 6 to open the image: Click 38 Applications to open the image: Click Image 6 to open the image: Click Image 6 to open the image: Click Image 6 to
open the image: Click Image 6 to open the image: Click Image 6 to run it. Like? So leave a comment, it is very important for me to do better in the following text. Oh boy!!!! Enjoy and share the buttons below. 39 downloaded, installed and published an update of The Madeas Editor Pro2 / 2c Note, this publication was made with published
version 1.93, but I updated the publication and put the latest link. Because the installation process is similar to the process described in the version below, download the console version you are using and follow the correct text. MIDAS Series Offline Editor PRO2 and 2c Installation Guide This version of MIDAS Offline Editor is about
creating, editing or organizing show files. All files created with series PRO and XL8 Midas can be uploaded and read between them. Other features are ignored. To download setup, access the link, click Download Software, and then click Download Now: Image 1 Click Download Midas PRO2 Offline Editor: Image 2 Executable: 40 Image
3 Click drag the PRO2_Offline_Editor file from the icon drop here Install: Run the application to run Image 4: 41 Image 6 If a box appears questioning the execution, click Image: 7 Click the image in another tutorial: 7 Click the image in another tutorial. Like? So leave a comment, it is very important for me to do better in the following text.
Oh boy!!!! Enjoy and share the buttons below. Below.
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